Statistical power and sample size calculations: A primer for pediatric surgeons.
Determining the appropriate sample size is an integral component of any well-designed research study, grant application, or scientific manuscript. Surgeons intuitively understand the concept of statistical power, but have limited knowledge in how to go about performing the calculations correctly. Our goal is to provide a strategy for pediatric surgeons to use when planning a study to determine the sample sizes required for detecting a clinically meaningful effect, which is important for interpreting and validating their results. We present a general 5-step approach for performing a sample size justification and statistical power analysis, and illustrate this approach using several surgical research examples. The 5 steps are: 1) Define the primary outcome of interest, 2) Define the magnitude of the effect or effect size and power desired, 3) Determine the appropriate statistics and statistical test that will be considered, 4) Perform the calculations to estimate the required sample size using software or a reference table, 5) Write the formal power and sample size statement for the manuscript, grant application, or project proposal. Understanding sample size considerations and statistical power in the surgical research community will improve the quality of published articles. This primer can be used by pediatric surgeons in the process of determining the appropriate sample sizes for detecting a clinically meaningful effect with sufficient statistical power. Virtually all research studies in pediatric surgery should include a justification of sample size based on a power calculation as this leads to more meaningful inferences from the data and analysis. Review article. N/A.